Abstract
Introduction
The most significant difference between real-time systems and other computer systems is that the system behavior must not only be correct but the result of a computation must be available within a predefined deadline. It has turned out that major progress in order to guarantee the timeliness of real-time systems can only be achieved if the scheduling problem is solved properly. Most scheduling algorithms assume that the runtime of a task is known a priori (cf. e.g. [8, 5 , 101) . Thus the worst-case performance of a task plays a crucial role.
The most difficult tasks in estimating the timing behavior of a program are to determine the number of iterations of a certain loop and to handle problems originating from the use of recursion. A solution to the first problem has been given in [l] , the second one will be treated in this paper.
If recursive procedures are to be used in implementing real-time applications, several problems occur:
1. It is not clear, whether a recursive procedure completes or not.
2. If it completes, it must be guaranteed that its result is delivered within a predefined deadline.
3.
Since most real-time systems are embedded systems with limited storage space, the result of a recursive procedure must be computed using a limited amount of stack space.
In view of these problems most designers of realtime programming languages decide to forbid recursion in their languages, e.g. RT-Euclid (cf. [6, 5 ] 
) ,
Our approach is different in that we do not forbid recursion, but instead constrain recursive procedures such that their space and time behavior either can be determined at compile-time and/or can be checked at runtime. Thus timing errors can be found either at compile time or are shifted to logical errors detected at runtime. Moreover the conditions are simple enough such that many important recursive algorithms can be implemented, for example Mergesort or recursive tree-traversal algorithms.
Throughout this paper we will use two examples to illustrate our theoretical treatment.
Example 1. The Factorial Numbers n! given by the recursion
Example 2. A recursive version of Mergesort, the source code of which is shown in Figure 1 .
Some Definitions
Definition 2.1. Essential properties of a recursive procedure p are the parameter space 3, i.e., the set of all possible (tuples of) values of parameters of p , a set 30 C F , the terminating values of 3, and its code. If p is called with actual parameters fo E 30, the code being executed must not contain a recursive call of p to itself. If p is called with actual parameters f E F \ 30, the code being executed must contain at least one recursive call of p to itself. Definition 2.2. We call a recursive procedure p well-defined if for each element of 3 the procedwe p completes correctly, e.g. does not loop infinitely and does not terminate because of a runtime error.
From now on, when we use the term recursive procedure, we mean well-defined recursive procedure. Note that it cannot be decided whether a recursive procedure is well-defined or not. Definition 2.3. We define a set R(f) C 3, (f $ 3 \ 3 0 ) by 7 E R(f iff p(7) is directly called in order to compute p . R(f) is called the set of direct successors of f . I i i i E Fo, the set R ( f ) = 0, i.e., it is empty. Remark 2.1. We assume that if 7 E R( f), it is not essential how often p is called with parameter 7. Note that it can be guaranteed by the runtime system that p ( 7 ) is evaluated only once. Definition 2.4. We define a sequence of sets Rk( f )
and we define the set R * ( f ) by We call R*( f the set of necessary parameter values to compute p 2 f ) .
inductively by Note that Rl(f) = R(f) from Definition 2.3.
Definition 2.5. We define a sequence of sets 3 k 1. 30 is defined as above (cf. Definition 2.1), i.e., FO 2 . Let 3 0 , . . . , 3 k be defined. Then we define 3 k + l contains the terminating values of 3 . Furthermore we have recdep(k) = k and the "4"-relation for F is the "<"-relation for integers. ) I E w ,
Furthermore we have r e c d e~ ((x, Y) 
the "-?-relation for F is given by where " <" denotes the "<"-relation of integer numbers.
Space and Time Effort
The time effort 7 of a recursive procedure p is a recursive function 7 : 3 + R or 7 : 3 + N . If time is measured in integer multiples of say microseconds or CPU clock ticks, one can use an integer valued function 7 instead of a real valued one.
In a similar way S, the space effort of p , is a recursive function S : F + N , where space is measured in multiples of bits or bytes.
Both functions 7 and S are defined recursively depending on the source code of p . How the recurrence relations for 7 and S are derived from the source code and which statements are allowed in the source code of p , is described in the following subsection.
dered to consist of

Recurrence Relations for S and 7
The source code of a recursive procedure is consi- 
The syntax of nonrecursive(f) is defined exactly the same way but rproc(f 7) is not part of statement(f). By f + 7 we denote that the parameters 7 are used for the recursive call.
We use these definitions to derive a recurrence relation for the time effort 7:
where the first .r-constant comes from the evaluating the condition whether f belongs to the terminating values or not and is known a priori; the second one *This means that the number of iterations does not depend on the result of one or more recursive calls.
can be computed using the method described below, but without giving rise to a recurrence relation.
For the recursive part we obtain
where if the condition evaluates to true,
otherwise,
where .r(simple) is known a priori.
for-loop with iterations depending on f .
ven by:
Note that <bozlnd(f)> may depend on f , e.g. a
The recurrence relation for the space effort S is gi-
S ( f ) = S(decl-part(!))+
where the first a-constant is known a priori and the second one can be computed in a similar way as shown below, but without giving rise to a recurrence relation.
For the recursive part we get
if the condition evaluates to true,
where a(simple) is known a priori and S(decl-part(f)) denotes the space effort of the declarative part of the recursive function, e.g. space used by locally declared variables. Note that the space effort of the declarative part may depend on f , since one can declare arrays of a size depending on f for example.
3.2
Given some actual parameters f E 3, I ( f ) and 
respectively.
In the following sections we will replace these global properties by local ones, which are well-suited for being checked at compile time and, if they can be proved to hold, imply that the global properties hold too. 
R(g)}. Each vertex g is weighted by V ( g ) .
Let M denote the path from f to some fo E 30, fo E R * ( f ) with maximum weight that D(fmax) = maxj,,(j) D ( 7 ) and recdep(f,,)
Definition 4.4. We call a monotonical recursive procedure p locally space-monotonzcal if f1 4 fz implies D(fi) < D(f2) and, iff1 = f2 andD(f1) I WZ) implies q J q f 1 ) ) I D ( N ( f 2 ) ) . 
( M ' ) > W(h4).
Assume on the contrary that M' exists. This means we must have a situation like that depicted in Figure 2 .
The 
Continuing this procedure, we get D(w3) 2 D ( 2 3 ) ,
and so on. 
% w f i ) ) I W q f 2 ) )
Hence we also have for all 0 5 k < recdep(f1).
Thus we obtain W l ) I S(f2) and the lemma is proved. This lemma enables us to find upper and lower bounds of the space behavior if a range of parameter values is given. Mentioning recdep(n) = n and N(n) = n-1 we derive n-1
Thus Mergesort is locally space-monoBut we can also determine the exact behavior of tonics \ . ?. I )) = (z, r(2 + w i ) .
This can be solved and we finally get
Note that it is very easy to verify that our examples are locally space-monotonical, but difficult to derive the exact worst-case space behavior. If a certain recursive procedure p is locally space-monotonical and an upper bound of the recursion depth is known, an upper bound of the space to be used by p can be found by Theorem 4.2 at compile time with little effort. p is locally time-monotonical, then f1 j 2 implies
Proof. Let f1 E 3 i and f2 E 3j1 i 5 j. We prove the theorem by double induction on the recur-WI) 5 VZ).
sion depth.
At first let i = 0. We prove by induction on j that our claim is correct.
-If j = 0, we have
-If j > 0, we obtain o Next we consider i > 0.
For j 2 i we derive and By induction hypothesis the sum in the first equation is smaller than or equal to the sum in the second one. Since ~( f 1 ) I r ( f 2 ) , we get Hence the lemma is proved. Lemma 5.1 enables us to find upper and lower bounds of the timing behavior if a range of parameter values is given.
If p is locally time-monotonical, then
Theorem 5.1.
7(1,
U) = max 7(f) = m a x l ( g ) .
15.f5u g=u
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is very similar to that of Theorem 4.2. Thus it is left to the reader. This together with the fact that the length of the subarrays is [n/2J and [n/21 shows that Mergesort is locally time-monotonical.
In addition, we are able to show that
The '7577 originates from the fact that we can only find an upper bound for the number of iterations of the discrete loop from line 20 to 35 in Figure 1 . The above recurrence relation can be solved and we finally get
Again, showing that our examples are locally timemonotonical is very easy, while deriving exact worstcase timing estimates is more difficult. In addition, Theorem 5.1 can be used to find an upper bound of the time to be used, if the recursion depth of the underlying recursive procedure is bounded.
Compile Time vs. Runtime Checking
In the previous sections we have set up conditions which guarantee real-time behavior of recursive procedures in the following sense: If a recursive procedure is locally space-monotonical and locally timemonotonical and if the recursion depth of the procedure is bounded, then the worst-case space and time behavior can be determined at compile time.
For the compiler this means that it must not only be able to prove certain properties of the recursive procedure] but also that it must determine the recursion depth of the recursive procedure. Since it is undecidable to derive this knowledge from the code of the recursive procedure, the programmer has to provide a function recdep that given a certain parameter of the recursive procedure computes its recursion depth. Of course this function must not be recursive.
But now it is undecidable to verify the function recdep at compile time. Thus recdep is checked at runtime. Notice also that this is the only way to check well-definedness of a recursive procedure, which is undecidable too.
To be more specific] the following conditions are checked:
1. recdep(f) can be computed for each f E F without a runtime error 2. for all 7 E R( f), recdep(f) < recdep( f 3. at least one 7 E R(f) has to exist such that recdep(7) = recdep( f ) -1 4. for all f E F , recdep(f) 5 R All these conditions can be checked at runtime with little effort. If one of them is violated the exception r e curs iondepth-error is raised.
If the compiler cannot prove the properties mentioned above, additional runtime checks become necessary to guarantee that all space and time requirements are met. Details can be found in [2].
Implementing Mergesort
A recursive implementation of Mergesort using our real-time recursions is given in Figure 3 . Function c e i l i n g ( x ) is supposed to implement r .
1 and ld(x) denotes the binary logarithm. Note that the programmer's task is extremely easy. All necessary proofs and checks can be performed by the compiler.
The development of such a compiler is part of Project WOOP which is carried out at the Department of Automation at the Technical University of Vienna.
Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated how recursive procedures can be constrained in order to use them in real-time applications without harm.
We have set up conditions which easily can be checked at compile time. Thus our approach is wellsuited for real-time applications.
In our forth-coming paper [2] we will give more examples of our approach. In addition, we develop a method how one can abstract from "unnecessary" details of the algorithm during estimating space and time properties, and we give prerequisites for real-time programming languages which incorporate our approach.
Finally we would like to mention that our approach can be applied successfully to many important recursive algorithms, e.g. many sorting algorithms and recursive tree traversal algorithms such as weightbalanced trees, AVL trees, and so on (cf. [2]). in reverse (m-l,aux'last,to) .. ... 
